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Overview
The Nested Tripod is intended to form a stable, free-standing mount for the Cyclapse camera housing and 
solar panel. The Cyclapse housing is held high enough to look over parapet walls of most flat-roofed 
buildings, and serve as a mount for places that have no existing mounting structure. 

The Nested Tripod is lightweight, and easily transported when disassembled but extremely rigid and strong 
when assembled. The design is intended for easy transportation to remote locations where there are no 
structures available, or allowed for installation of the Cyclapse camera system. 

The base of the Nested Tripod have circular plates which prevent the ends of the pole ends from scratching 
or digging into a surface, such as roofing material. 

There are a number of ways to anchor the Nested Tripod. Sand bags may be draped over each of the three 
base poles, or even suspended from the central ball mount. Boards may be placed over the base poles, and 
the resulting surface can be heaped with heavy material such as concrete block, local rocks, or dirt. The 
corners may be secured to stakes, ice screws, etc. With proper anchoring, it should serve well in exposed 
areas subject to high wind.

There can be real challenges to mounting a long term time-lapse camera on 'borrowed' roof tops, or 
installation on exposed sites, for instance above glaciers. Construction tripods are surprisingly wobbly, and 
photographic tripods too lightweight. The only commercial tripods which might be suitable are those 
intended for telescopes, but they are very expensive, quite heavy, and require additional customization to 
create camera and solar panel mounts. Over the years, we at Harbortronics have seen customers struggle to 
design and install a custom mount on difficult sites. We think the Nested Tripod will provide an excellent 
solution on these locations.
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Parts List

Nested Tripod: Harbortronics Part Number 000920

Qty 3: Pole, Nested Tripod Base (000914)
Qty 1: Pole, Nested Tripod Tall Mount (000916)
Qty 1: Pole, Nested Tripod Tall Support (000917)
Qty 1: Pole, Nested Tripod Tall Support, Mirror (000924)
Qty 1: Pole, Nested Tripod Short Mount (000918)
Qty 1: Pole, Nested Tripod Short Support (000919)
Qty 1: Pole, Nested Tripod Short Support, Mirror (000923)
Qty 5: Bolt, M8-1.25, 40mm, SS (000925)
Qty 5: Nut, M8-1.25, Tooth Washer, SS (000926)
Qty 6: Washer, 5/16" ID, 2" OD, 1/4" Thick, Zinc-Steel (000927)

Assembly
There are nine poles, with each end color-coded to ease assembly.
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Here is our suggestion to quickly assemble the Nested Tripod. It should take less than 10 minutes!

1) Find the three similar poles (Base), and arrange on the ground with like colors next to each other. Orient 
so that the flat bends align.

2) Find the three poles that have white ends, and insert the matching color ends between the plates of the 
base poles. Orient the bends of the two poles toward the ball-head of the third.
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3) Insert screws through the holes in the matching colored poles, and thread the nuts onto the screws a couple
turns… just enough to retain the screws. When the base screws are attached, raise the white ends to meet 
above the green junction, and insert another screw.

4) With the taller tripod stable, insert the remaining three poles one at a time into the matching color 
positions. Add the thick round plates to the outsides of the plates and re-insert the screws. Once attached, let 
the poles lean toward the center.
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5) Raise the center poles, and attach with the last screw and nut.

6) Using a pair of 13mm wrenches, tighten each screw and nut to finish the assembly of the nested tripod.

Typical Application
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Specifications
Price of the Nested Tripod (#000920)  USD $595

Total Weight of stand 18.2 lbs [8.25 kg]
Height at center of taller ball 46 in [1.17 m]
Height at center of shorter ball 35 in [0.89 m]
Base inscribed circle diameter 49 in [1.25 m]
Mounting ball diameter 1.48in [37.6 mm]
Un-assembled bundle size 61 in [1.55 m] length, 3.5 in [89 mm] approximate diameter

Materials

Poles made from 3/4” EMT (electrical conduit). This is a welded steel tube, galvanized for rust protection, as
are the round steel plates on the base. The ends have been painted with rust preventative spray paint, but 
some rusting is unavoidable in the field. 

The ball-heads, screws and nuts are all 300 series stainless steel. The ball-heads are welded to the pipe using 
stainless alloy 309.

The Nested Tripod should be stable for years in all outdoor environments. Operation on sea shores, while 
certainly possible, may cause additional concern for corrosion.

Variations

Nested Tripod with Cyclapse and Solar Panel Mounts

This variation adds the ball head mount for the Cyclapse Housing, as well as a ball head mount for a 10 or 20
watt solar panel. The price for Harbortronics #000930 is USD $784.

Vertical Tripod, Single Ball

Many rooftop applications will have AC power, or network cables available with Power Over Ethernet 
(POE), eliminating the need for a solar panel to keep the internal battery pack charged.

Harbortronics #000934 removes the short Solar Panel tripod from the assembly, reducing the weight to 13 
lbs. The price for the vertical tripod is USD $395.

Part #000935 adds the Cyclapse ball head mount to the Vertical Tripod, and is priced at USD $474.
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Service / Warranty

Philosophy:

Harbortronics is a small private company, and has been in business since 1998, starting in a small basement 
office, and now operating out of a 3000 square foot facility with several employees. All of our sales have 
been derived from word-of-mouth and internet searches. We realized early that customer feedback, either 
directly to us or to other people on the internet, is stimulated by one of two reasons... either the customer is 
irritated by a problem, or they are excited about their experience. One of my goals as the Chief Engineer of 
the company is to reduce the irritations, and try to stimulate excitement! Given the growth of the company, 
and high number of repeat purchases, I'm encouraged that we may be doing things fairly well.

If you have a problem with our equipment, if you have difficulties getting things to work, or have any 
complaints about how we have treated you, my philosophy is to do my absolute best to find a way to satisfy 
you. That may mean going beyond the legal obligations of our warranty, suffer complete loss of profit on an 
occasional sale, or whatever it takes. It's been immensely satisfying to find that over the last 17 years, this 
philosophy has created such satisfaction in our customers. We take great pride that of the countless 
comments on the internet about Harbortronics, there are almost no negative comments! That's not to say that 
we haven't had our share of problems with our equipment, but again, I will do my best to make it right in the 
end!  -Mark Roberts

Legal:

All products manufactured at Harbortronics are warranted against any manufacturing defects for a period of 
one (1) year from the date of purchase. Cameras and lens warranty service may be provided by 
Harbortronics, but Harbortronics does not warrant these devices beyond the manufacturer's own warranty. 
Defective products should be returned prepaid to Harbortronics. Harbortronics will at its discretion, repair or 
replace such products without charge, and will return to the customer prepaid. Except as mentioned above, 
no other warranty expressed or implied, applies to this Harbortronics product. All other claims, of any nature,
including but not limited to camera damage are not covered. This warranty does not cover damage caused by 
misuse, accident, or abuse. This warranty does not cover consequential damages or other incidental damages.
Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above 
exclusions may not apply to you. Contact Harbortronics at www.Harbortronics.com for service instructions.
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